I am in the same boat, PS3 has HDMI, 360 nope. It looks good though with composite so I don't really care. As for an adapter, to my knowledge nothing exists.

I need to hook up my xbox via hdmi to my monitor, and I could easily get a Female HDMI to Male DVI-D adapter, however, I am pretty positive they don't carry sound. Seeing to HDMI. For sound well first i took xbox original component cable. Discussion in 'Xbox 360 & Original Xbox Forum' started by Kev415, Nov 5, 2012. Was it an active (powered) component to HDMI signal converter you tried? At this point, could I just buy a component to hdmi adapter and use it? Im concerned.

Original Xbox 360 Hdmi Adapter

>>>CLICK HERE<<<
I am trying to connect the X12's to a monitor, and I need a Turtle Beach Xbox 360 Audio Adapter to put in the Xbox 360, as the original one is too bulky. So I have an original Xbox and I use the regular red, yellow, and white cables. All the HDMI adapter is doing is passing the signal through and it will look like the 360 had those because I have 2 360s (old models that don't even have HDMI). Come with the console, power cables, and an HDMI cord. I have for sale a power adapter brick for the original Xbox 360 phat/white) It is in good working. Improve and enhance your gaming adventures with the latest updates and downloads. With the Xbox 360 Live Gold Starter Pack you get 400 points to play. Komodo XBOX 360 HDMI/AV Cable Turtle Beach Ear Force XBOX 360 Audio Adapter (TBS-0100-01) Komodo Xbox 360 Adapter (KMD-360-0742). So I want to get an XBox One for vacations, but there is no HDMI input on the Sony The XBox One comes with only an HDMI cable, unlike both the PS3 and X360 and the only thing I've seen that might work is a converter called the HDfury.

Elgato Game Capture HD60 is similar to the original Elgato Game Capture HD in many ways. You can use a RCA to 1/8 inch adapter to input stereo audio. Input, PlayStation 4, Xbox One & Xbox 360 (unencrypted).

Surround system setup. I'm running my Xbox 360 through a Sherwood 6513 receiver via HDMI, then a standard stereo audio cable and an HDMI audio adapter. Note: The Xbox 360 S Original Xbox 360 console: A digital audio (S/PDIF).

An HDMI to coax adapter lets you seamlessly integrate your classic console and your home theater system. I have an original generation Xbox 360 with only component outputs.

This Xbox 360 slim glossy 250gb comes with 1 controller, all leads and HDMI cable. Original black Xbox comes with 1 official control, all leads and 6 games. The console AC adapter was plugged into a surge protector sharing a TV, I used an HDMI cable which was working on an original Xbox 360 console and then... Buyers who searched for HDMI Xbox adapter also searched: Original Xbox component 1080p HDMI Converter Connector For Xbox 360 PS3 PS4 PC DVD LCD TV.

It also provides an optical audio output (digital) for original Xbox 360 models and works with home theater systems requiring HDMI connections. The connection. I have my Xbox 360 slim hooked up with HDMI for my video and my audio coming out of the original composite cable that came with the Xbox 360 running to my sound. The AV adapter is wired to ID as an audio-only connection, and the Xbox... An image showing various error codes of the original model Xbox 360. Console or Power Adapter, commonly nicknamed the "Red Ring of Death." However, this error code is not generated on models equipped with the HDMI connection.
All trade-ins include an A/V adapter cable for use when recording from a retro game. With HDMI cables for the Xbox One, PS4, Xbox 360 or PC game system.